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 A Counterforce/Countervalue Scenario -

 or How Much Destructive Capability is Enough?

 DIETER S. LUTZ

 Institute for Peace Research and Security Policy, University of Hamburg

 Military forces and weapon systems - unless they are determined only for political reasons or internally di-
 rected - must be capable of being reduced to a military relationship between on the one hand alternative tar-
 get options and on the other hand the capability they have to threaten or destroy. This applies to the Theatre
 Nuclear Forces as well as to the NATO decision of December 1979.

 Consequently, the question of the necessity for reactive armament - in German language the so-called
 "Nachruistung" - can also be investigated by a comparison between (already) existing potential, enemy first
 strike and/or defence capabilities and alternative target options. To make the question more real by ap-
 plying it to NATO's decision concerning reactive armament in the area of Long Range Theatre Nuclear For-
 ces (LRTNF), we should ask: Without the planned increase in Euro-strategic systems, is NATO faced with
 the situation of an "atomic deterrent deficit", and conversely does the prospect exist for WTO of a nuclear
 offensive war with a calculable risk and acceptable consequences?

 1. Assumptions and factors
 1.1. The worst case assumption
 In order to operationalise this question, we
 shall proceed from a hypothetical situation
 based on the following assumptions which are
 oriented at a "worst case" situation to the dis-

 advantage of NATO:
 1. NATO as a "defence organisation" does

 not carry out Euro-strategic first strike;
 therefore NATO is not the perpetrator of
 the first strike, but rather WTO.

 2. NATO cannot cover the Soviet Euro-strate-

 gic medium-range missiles in the case of a
 first strike by WTO, in the sense of a duel; a
 "counterforce" measure by NATO is to
 that extent impossible.

 3. The enemy attack destroys all NATO
 ground, air, and naval surface-launched
 nuclear systems (including aircraft carriers)
 and all NATO submarines in harbours in
 Western Europe.'

 1.2. "On patrol" coefficient -
 The readiness of submarines
 In this scenario - in its consequences represent-
 ing an extreme "worst case" situation to the
 disadvantage of NATO - the deterrent effect of
 the "nuclear forces in and for Europe" there-
 fore rests solely upon the "retaliation" func-

 tion of the SLBMs deployed "on patrol" at
 sea. In literature on the subject, it is assumed
 that under normal peacetime conditions only
 about 50% of submarines are "on patrol"; the
 other half of available submarines are in har-

 bours and dockyards for a change of crew or
 to overhaul their systems. If no "launch-on-
 warning" strategy is put into operation, then
 the coefficient for the survivability of the sub-
 marines and their missiles in a pre-emptive
 nuclear strike is thus 0.5 (on patrol coefficient).
 But in times of crisis and with a longer period
 of warning, deployment at sea increases to
 about 80-90%, and thus the probability of sur-
 vival also rises to 0.8 to 0.9.2

 If we also assume a "worst case" situation

 here, i.e. the low coefficient of 0.5 to the disad-
 vantage of NATO, then, after the first strike
 by the Soviet Union, the force of 4 British PO-
 LARIS A-3s is reduced to 2 submarines and

 the hitherto deployed 5 French MSBS M-2/20
 submarines is reduced (mathematically) to a
 strength of 2-3 submarines. To this we must
 add the full complement of 2-3 U.S. POSEI-
 DON C-3 submarines assigned to NATO with
 about 40 SLBMs or about 400 MIRV war-
 heads. Unlike in the case of the national British

 and French submarines, in the case of the
 American potential assigned to NATO we
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 must assume a permanent deployment at sea
 with the numbers quoted, this being achieved
 through relief and allocation. This situation of
 constant sea alert presumably also explains the
 varying figures - mostly considerably above a
 figure of 2-3 submarines - quoted in literature
 on the subject. That is why, for example,
 "Military Balance 1979-1980" also correctly -
 but without explaining the reasoning - contains
 no reduction from the point of view of
 "utilization" and "serviceability" in its
 MRTNF and LRTNF force comparison in the
 case of the POSEIDON C-3s assigned to
 SACEUR.3 To sum up then, even after a nu-
 clear counterforce strike by WTO, we can as-
 sume a relatively certain strength, mathemat-
 ically speaking, of a minimum of 400 MIRV
 warheads on 2-3 POSEIDON C-3 submarines,
 96 MRV warheads on 2 British POLARIS A-
 3s and 40 MSBS M-2/20s on 2-3 French
 submarines.

 1.3. The anti-submarine warfare factor
 Besides the question of the vulnerability of
 submarines through a nuclear first strike
 against harbours and bases, the "survivabil-
 ity" of SSBNs is determined by a second fac-
 tor: means available for anti-submarine war-

 fare (ASW). With the present state of technol-
 ogy, the success of Soviet ASW measures is
 above all dependent on two things: the size of
 the enemy submarine fleet and the size of the
 area of operation. In other words: The smaller
 the total strength of NATO submarines "in
 and for Europe" and the shorter the range of
 their SLBMs, the greater are the prospects and
 chances of success of concentrated ASW. It is

 accepted that the survivability factor with an
 SLBM range of 2,500 nm and a strength of 1-
 10 submarines can be estimated at 0.8, and
 with a missile-range of 4,000 nm and a fleet of
 11-20 submarines at 0.95.4 If in our following
 scenario we - again unfavourably - "limit" tar-
 get planning to a range into Soviet territory cal-
 culated specifically from the Scottish bases, we
 can this time assume an optimum area of oper-
 ation for the submarines and therefore relati-

 vely poor prospects of ASW success for the So-
 viet Union. Therefore, the estimated surviv-

 ability factor of only 0.8 in the following sce-
 nario - especially since the total LRTNF strength
 before the nuclear strike exceeds the lower

 limit of 10 submarines - is surely in fact set too
 low.

 1.4. Reliability factor and penetration
 capability
 In addition to the factors mentioned, the relia-
 bility, that is to say the question of the mal-
 function of weapon systems, and their penetra-
 tion capability of enemy defence must also be
 included in the calculation of any (necessary)
 potential. Drawing from the experience of the
 Americans, the reliability of launchers and del-
 ivery systems can be estimated at 90% and the
 reliability of warheads (RV) similarly at 90%.5
 Therefore the total system has a reliability fac-
 tor of 0.81. Finally, the penetration capability
 for ICBMs and SLBMs - if there are no ABM
 systems to be taken into account - is 100%.

 1.5. Mathematical stock after a counterforce
 strike

 If we now calculate the LRTNF potential re-
 maining in service for the purposes of target
 planning, mathematically calculated the fol-
 lowing SLBM warhead strength will survive -
 even after making allowance for all negative
 factors:6

 British systems:
 4 x 0.5 x 0.8x 16 x 0.9x3 x 0.9

 = 62.21 MRV warheads of 200 KT
 = 21.28/14.75 MTE7

 French systems:8
 5 x 0.5 x 0.8 x 16 x 0.9 x 0.9

 = 25.92 RV warheads of 1 MT
 = 25.92 MTE

 US systems assigned to SACEUR:
 2.5 x 0.8 x 16 x 0.9 x 10 x 0.9

 = 259.2 MIRV warheads of 50 KT
 = 35.18 MTE

 2. Target option?
 There are alternative "target options" availab-
 le to this LRTNF potential of about 347 war-
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 A Counterforce/Countervalue Scenario 19

 heads with a yield equivalent of about 82
 MTE. In the context of a countervalue strike,
 on the one hand considerations of the range
 and the individual yield of the missiles and on
 the other hand the specific structure of the
 USSR as far as population and industry are
 concerned determine which options will be
 taken. In the event of an attack on Moscow,
 the ABM systems surrounding this region must
 further be included in the calculations:9

 2.1. Yield

 The yield of these NATO LRTNF missiles is 10
 (-14) x 50 KT, 3 x 200 KT and 1 x 1 MT. Even
 at an overpressure of 5 psi'0 and higher we can

 assume11 that in urban areas the majority of in-
 stallations and buildings will be destroyed and
 more than 50% of the population killed
 instantly (see Table I). Direct, indirect, and
 subsequent damages and losses through heat,
 fire, radioactive radiation, hunger, lack of

 water, disease, etc. have not yet been taken
 into account.

 A single POSEIDON C-3 warhead of 50 KT
 produces the "necessary" overpressure of 5 psi
 and higher over an area of 8 square miles. An
 MSBS M-20 warhead of 1 MT produces 5 psi
 and higher over an area of 60 square miles.
 However, the size of the area covered at an
 overpressure of 5 psi and higher does not in-
 crease in proportion to the amount of yield. By
 doubling the yield from 1 to 2 MT, the size of
 the area covered at 5 psi increases only from 60
 to 95 square miles.12 A part of this increased
 yield is thus "wasted". However, it should be
 pointed out that the majority of towns have an
 area of less than 60 square miles. Furthermore,
 the area covered by a town is not generally
 round and circular in shape, as would be "ide-
 al" for the optimum exploitation of radiating
 pressure waves. Therefore missiles with a lower
 yield but with MIRV warheads must generally
 be reckoned to have the greater military signifi-
 cance.

 Table I. Blast Effects of a 1-MT Explosion 8,000 ft above the Earth's Surface

 Distance from ground zero Peak Peak wind
 (stat. miles) (kilometers) overpressure velocity (mph) Typical blast effects

 .8 1.3 20 psi 470 Reinforced concrete structures are leveled.

 3.0 4.8 10 psi 290 Most factories and commercial buildings have
 collapsed. Small wood-frame and brick
 residences destroyed and distributed as
 debris.

 4.4 7.0 5 psi 160 Lightly constructed commercial buildings and
 typical residences are destroyed; heavier
 construction is severely damaged.

 5.9 9.5 3 psi 95 Walls of typical steel-frame buildings are
 blown away; severe damage to residences.
 Winds sufficient to kill people in the open.

 11.6 18.6 1 psi 35 Damage to structures; people endangered by
 flying glass and debris.

 Source: Office of Technology Assessment, The Effects of
 Nuclear War, Washington 1979, p. 18.

 2.2. Range / radius of operation
 The range of the POSEIDON C-3, POLARIS
 A-3 and MSBS M-20 is between 3,000 and
 5,000 km. Therefore - to take the most unfa-
 vourable circumstances - even if fired from the

 Scottish bases in Holy Loch (USA) and Fesla-
 ne (GB), missiles would still be able to hit tar-

 gets east of the Urals between Omsk and No-
 vosibirsk. Furthermore, the range of the US
 submarine missiles from La Maddalena in Sar-

 dinia not only allows them to cover the south-
 west of the USSR but even to reach beyond the
 Soviet cities just mentioned.13 With the intro-
 duction of the TRIDENT, the range of subma-
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 rine-launched missiles will in future be increas-

 ed to over 10,000 km.

 2.3. Vulnerability of the Soviet Union
 With a surface area of about 22.4 million

 square kilometres, about a sixth of the inhab-
 ited land-mass of the world, the Soviet Union'4
 is the largest single country in the world. Despi-
 te its huge geographical size the Soviet Union is
 extremely vulnerable to countervalue options.
 The evidence for this can be seen in a consider-

 ation of the five most important factors affec-
 ting a countervalue strategy. These five factors
 are:

 1. Density and distribution of the population,
 2. Industrial structure,
 3. Production of raw materials and energy,
 4. Transport and communication systems,
 5. Agriculture.

 2.3.1. Excursus

 a) Density and distribution of the population
 According to the census of 15th January 1970,
 the population of the Soviet Union at that time
 was 241.7 million; the provisional figures for
 the census carried out in January 1979 are
 262.442 million. About three-fifths of the po-
 pulation live in the European part of the USSR
 and thus in range of NATOs "nuclear forces in
 and for Europe". At the beginning of 1977,
 62% of the total population lived in towns and
 cities; the figure for urban dwellers in 1979 was
 shown to be 163.6 million. The largest concen-
 trations are to be found in the industrial areas
 around the "European" cities of the Soviet
 Union, but to a lesser extent also in the areas
 around the oases of Central Asia. There are al-

 so dense areas of population in the agricultural
 regions of the Ukraine, Central Russia and the
 Northern Caucasus. The plains and high
 mountain areas of Central Asia, north-eastern
 European Russia and the greater part of Sibe-
 ria and the Far East are very sparsely popula-
 ted with from less than 1 to at most 10 inhabi-

 tants per square kilometre; the coastline of the
 Arctic Ocean is in many places totally devoid
 of human habitation.

 b) Industrial structure
 With the exception of the so-called third metal-
 lurgical base between Irkutsk and Kras-
 noyarsk, the main centres of industrial produc-
 tion are also situated in the European part of
 the Soviet Union. Primary among these are the
 old Central Industrial Region (particularly be-
 tween the rivers Volga and Oka), the areas
 around Moscow and Leningrad, the Urals
 (Magnitogorsk) and the Ural-Kuznetsk Com-
 plex. In the manufacturing industry, raw mate-
 rial production and heavy industry predomin-
 ate. Main centres of the iron-producing indu-
 stry are the Ural-Kuznetsk region (Magnito-
 gorsk, Kemorova, Novokuznetsk) and the Do-
 nets region. Newer centres of heavy industry
 have also grown up around Novosibirsk, Bar-
 naul, and Karaganda, but also in Fargana
 (Central Asia) and Komsomolsk (Far East).
 Mechanical engineering is concentrated around
 Moscow, Leningrad, Gorkiy, and towards the
 south of the European USSR, in parts of the
 Urals and Western Siberia. The chemical indu-

 stry is to be found primarily in Donbas, in the
 Urals and in Western Siberia.

 c) Production of raw materials and energy
 Energy comes primarily from coal, oil, and na-
 tural gas. The most efficient energy-producers
 are again the central industrial area around
 Moscow and Gorkiy, the Dnepr-Donets com-
 plex, the Leningrad region and the Urals. The
 hydro-electric power stations at Bratsk (on the
 river Angara) and Krasnoyarsk (Yenisey) are
 supposed to be among the largest in the world.
 The most important deposits of (bituminous)
 coal are found in the Kuznetsk Basin, but also
 in the Donets Basin and in the districts of Ka-

 raganga (Kazakhstan) and Petshora (Vorkuta
 and Intra Basin). The traditional oil-producing
 regions are Baku, Crozny and Maikop in the
 Caucasus. More recently they have been over-
 taken by the deposits in the area of the river
 Emba between the Ural mountains and the

 Caspian Sea and by the Western Siberian fields
 on the middle and upper Ob (Tyumen). Natu-
 ral gas is produced mainly in Bukhara (Central
 Asia) and on the lower reaches of the Ob in
 Western Siberia.
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 d) Transport and communication systems
 Just as population and economic development
 are concentrated in the areas towards the west

 of the Soviet Union, so too the infra-structure
 of the country's communications network
 shows great regional differences. The rail net-
 work is densest in the south-west and in central

 European Russia and in parts of the Urals. The
 Trans-Siberian Railway is even now still the
 only rail link between the European part of the
 Soviet Union and the Far East. Well built

 roads are also to be found primarily in the
 European part of the country. Trunk roads
 still need to be improved and extended between
 the European and Asiatic parts of the country.
 Like road and rail communication, almost all
 the natural gas pipe-lines also lie within the
 range of NATO TNF. The most important oil
 pipe-line is the "Drushba" trunk-line, having a
 total length of 4,300 km including its branch-
 lines, built by COMECON and leading
 through Poland to the German Democratic
 Republic. The Trans-Siberian pipe-line via
 Omsk and Irkutsk, about 3,800 km in length,
 serves to transport oil to the East. Further oil
 and gas pipe-lines are under construction. Fi-
 nally, inland shipping is also important, parti-
 cularly for the European part of the country,
 but it is all subject to climatic conditions. Most
 of the shipping is carried out on the Volga and
 its tributaries the Oka and Kana. The largest
 inland ports and harbours are Astrakhan, Ar-
 changel, and Leningrad in the European part
 of the USSR.

 e) Agriculture
 Agriculture - the last of the five considerations
 important strategically for a countervalue op-
 tion - also shows great regional differences,
 with concentrations in the European part of
 the country just like the other factors discussed

 above. About 27%7 of Soviet land area is devo-
 ted to agriculture. 870/o of this is in the area of
 the Volga and the Ukraine; only 2% of the
 land given over to agriculture is in Eastern Si-
 beria. According to figures for 1976, of the to-
 tal area, about 10% was given over to arable
 land, 16.6%- to meadows and pastureland and
 41%7 to forestry. The most important agricul-

 tural area lies in the so-called "Black-Earth

 Region" (Chernozyom). It includes most of
 the Ukraine, the northern foothills of the Cau-
 casus, areas on the middle Volga, and conti-
 nues beyond the Urals to Central Siberia. Fi-
 nally, two-fifths of the Soviet Union are cover-

 ed by forest, 550/% of this being in Siberia and
 of this 750/% again in regions little developed.
 Again, about three-quarters of commercial
 timber production are carried on in the Euro-
 pean part of the Soviet Union,

 3. Unacceptable damage?
 Summing up, despite the geographical size of
 the country, the extraordinary vulnerability of
 the Soviet Union to countervalue measures is

 obvious. Not only the majority of the popula-
 tion lives in the European part of the USSR
 and the areas directly adjacent to it, but the
 major part of urban, industrial, agricultural,
 and infra-structural life of the country is - with
 only few exceptions - also concentrated within
 the area of operation of NATO LRTNF. In a
 way typical of the Soviet Union, within this ra-
 dius of operation the urban population on the
 one hand and agricultural and industrial pro-
 duction on the other are concentrated around

 only a few centres - from the military point of
 view an optimum situation as far as an enemy
 is concerned to consider a countervalue stra-

 tegy. Moreover: Industrial regions like Do-
 netsk, Dnepropretovsk or the Moscow region
 (see Fig. 1) apart from the urban areas proper,
 consist of a whole string of other medium-sized
 and large towns. As these lie within a radius of
 a ten miles, they can be destroyed by even a
 small number of delivery missiles with 10 (to
 14) MIRV warheads. When in the following
 discussion we consider the vulnerability of the
 30 largest cities in the Soviet Union this situa-
 tion, which permits optimum exploitation of
 the countervalue strategy against the Soviet
 Union, has not even been taken into account.

 In view of the specific characteristics of the
 distribution of population and the structure of
 industry within the USSR outlined above, how
 much of an LRTNF potential is therefore
 enough to deter the Soviet Union - through the
 threat of a second strike - from a nuclear at-
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 tack? The corner-stone of the official US

 strategy of nuclear deterrence since McNam-
 ara has been the doctrine of "assured

 destruction". This doctrine requires maintain-
 ing a nuclear potential which even after a sur-
 prise nuclear attack is still capable and in a po-
 sition to inflict "unacceptable damage" on the
 enemy. According to a theory developed by the
 former US Minister of Defence McNamara, in
 the case of the USSR such damage will be
 achieved when a fifth to a quarter of the Soviet
 population has been killed and half of its indu-
 strial capacity has been destroyed.'5 In the
 opinion of the so-called "Weizsacker-Study"
 on "the Consequences of War and how to pre-
 vent it", as far as the Federal Republic of Ger-
 many is concerned, an industrial nation de-
 stroyed in this way ceases to exist as a viable
 industrial society not so much because of the
 quantitative losses mentioned - except in cer-
 tain key industries - but primarily because of
 the collapse of the network of organisation. As
 regards the Soviet Union, as we have seen, in
 addition to the concentrations of population, a
 high degree of concentration of organisation
 and infra-structure is typical of wide areas of
 the Western regions. Therefore, as in the case
 of the Federal Republic, it is no less true in the
 case of the Soviet Union that: "A society so
 seriously affected in this way will no longer be
 able to compete with societies unimpaired and
 neither will it be able to re-establish itself again
 without their active help."16

 The Soviet Union's "competitiveness" with
 the intact nuclear power USA (and also with
 China) will play an important role after a war
 that has been limited to a Western European
 enemy. But then again whether the USA is "in-
 tact" or not depends on whether the USSR is
 prepared to draw a distinction between the
 American intercontinental nuclear potential
 and the (American) LRTNF systems assigned
 to SACEUR. Presumably the USSR will not
 make such a distinction or even be able to.

 Thus a nuclear war will spread almost auto-
 matically to involve the USA. It should also be
 stressed that this problem will not be changed
 or solved with the introduction of the new,
 ground-launched PERSHING II and Cruise

 Missiles in Western Europe, since the decision
 to use these systems also remains and is inten-
 ded to remain with the US President.

 In any case both possibilities - the USA re-
 maining intact on the one hand and the in-
 volvement of the USA in any nuclear war and
 the consequences of that on the other hand -
 should in no way be ignored in determining the
 amount of potential necessary to deter a war
 involving nuclear weapons between the Soviet
 Union and Western Europe. As both would
 clearly work to the disadvantage of the USSR
 anyway, the criteria put forward by McNama-
 ra must be considered to be set far too high, at
 least when applied to the European partners of
 NATO alone. Moreover, in this high assess-
 ment of the necessary amount of damage - un-
 related, incidently, to a concrete European sce-
 nario - McNamara is living in an "unreal"
 world. Neither in the East nor the West is there

 a nuclear power that could have any rational
 aim or objective that would justify even half of
 the destruction mentioned by McNamara as
 being "acceptable" in its own country. There-
 fore the nuclear potential assumed necessary in
 the relevant literature for the military deterren-
 ce of the Soviet Union must also be regarded as
 estimated at too high a level. According to
 Alain Enthoven and K. Smith (see Table II) -

 Table II. Effects of a Nuclear Strike on the Population
 and Industrial Potential of the Soviet Union (on the basis
 of the 1972 figures of a total population of 247 million
 with an urban population of 116 million).

 Number Number of dead Industrial

 of war- in as a % potential
 heads of millions of the destroyed

 1 MTE population in 0/o
 100 37 15 59
 200 52 21 72
 400 74 30 76
 800 96 39 77

 1,200 109 44 77
 1,600 116 47 77

 Taken from: Enthoven, Alain C./Smith, K. Wayne, How
 much is enough? Shaping the Defense Program, 1961-
 1969, New York a. o. 1972, p. 207.

 Note: As the table shows, despite doubling the MTE from
 200 to 400 MTE the destructive effect is increased by only

 9 or 10%. Quite obviously after a certain point the increa-
 se in deterrent effect is only very small.
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 following the criteria set by McNamara - 200-
 400 MTE'7 would be necessary for the "assur-
 ed destruction" of the USSR. But for the Sov-
 iet Union even a "McNamara-Limit" reduced
 to half this figure would still mean both the
 destruction of 25% of its industrial capacity
 and the annihilation of an eighth of its own
 population, i.e., about 33 million dead.

 Against this background, let us therefore ask
 our leading question once again but in a more
 specific form: In view on the one hand of con-
 siderations already set out for target options
 and on the other hand of a restriction of the
 McNamara-limits to a "European level", how
 much LRTNF potential is enough (and avail-
 able) to deter the Soviet Union from a nuclear
 attack through the threat of a second strike?

 If in order to answer this question we consi-
 der the distribution of population and the
 structure of industry in the USSR in relation to
 the range of NATO's LRTNF potential, then it
 will be obvious, for instance, that the 30 largest
 cities and towns in the Soviet Union are situa-
 ted within the radius of operation of NATO's
 SLBM force. If we now calculate the optimal
 density of population and productive capacity
 on the one hand and the destructive potential
 available on the other, then it turns out that
 over a total area of about 3,400 square miles,
 based on an overpressure of 5 psi and higher,
 432 MIRV warheads of 50 KT or 172 MRV
 warheads of 200 KT or alternatively 65 war-
 heads of I MT are enough to destroy these 30
 Soviet cities (see Table III below). But, as we

 Table III. Target List and Allocation of Nuclear Warheads for the 30 largest Cities and Towns in the Soviet Union.

 Order City Population Area in Number of warheads
 according in square at 5 psi and alternative
 to size of 1,000's miles 50 KT 200 KT 1 MT
 population

 1. Moscow (City) 8,011 346 43 17 6
 2. Leningrad (City) 4,588 250 31 13 4
 3. Kiev 2,144 297 37 15 5
 4. Tashkent 1,779 87 11 4 2
 5. Baku 1,550 77 10 4 2
 6. Kharkov 1,444 105 13 5 2
 7. Gorkiy 1,344 128 16 6 2
 8. Novosibirsk 1,312 182 23 9 3
 9. Minsk 1,276 55 7 3 1
 10. Kuybyshev 1,216 134 17 7 2
 11. Sverdlovsk 1,211 150 19 8 3
 12. Dnepropetrovsk 1,066 94 12 5 2
 13. Tbilisi 1,066 103 13 5 2
 14. Odessa 1,046 90 11 5 2
 15. Chelyabinsk 1,031 96 12 5 2
 16. Donetsk 1,021 96 12 5 2
 17. Yerevan 1,019 90 11 5 2
 18. Omsk 1,014 90 11 5 2
 19. Perm 972 92 11 5 2
 20. Kazan 970 95 12 5 2
 21. Ufa 942 81 10 4 2
 22. Volgograd 931 86 11 4 2
 23. Rostov 921 87 11 4 2
 24. Alma Ata 871 63 8 3 1
 25. Saratov 856 83 10 4 2
 26. Riga 816 99 12 5 2
 27. Voronezh 655 70 9 3 1
 28. Zaporozhye 638 67 8 3 1
 29. Krasnoyarsk 618 66 8 3 1
 30. Krivoy Rog 553 60 7 3 1
 SUM: 42,025 3,418 432 172 65
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 have seen, even after a first strike by WTO and
 under "worst-case" conditions it is highly like-
 ly that NATO will still have 259 MIRV war-
 heads of 50 KT and 62 MRV warheads of 200

 KT and 26 warheads of 1 MT. This amount of

 potential "left over" after a first strike is more
 than enough to destroy the 30 largest cities in
 the USSR18 with a population of 42 million
 and an industrial capacity of about 40%.'9 In
 the East or the West such terrible destruction

 within its own land must seem "unacceptable"
 to all of the nuclear powers - even without fur-
 ther rearmament or "reactive armament"

 (Nachriistung) on the part of any enemy.

 Explanatory notes to Table III

 - The population figures for the 20 largest cities
 are taken from the first results of the 1979 cen-

 sus. The figures for area and the population fi-
 gures for cities 21 to 30 are taken from the 1970
 census.

 - The population figures for Moscow and
 Leningrad relate to only the urban areas proper.
 The population figures for the urban agglom-
 eration must be assumed to be at least twice as

 high as quoted above.
 - The allocation of the number of warheads for

 Moscow does not take into account the ABM
 defences.

 - Strictly speaking, measured from NATO bases,
 city No. 29, Krasnoyarsk, lies outside the
 range of NATO SLBMs. City No. 31, L'vov,
 would therefore have to take its place. But even
 then the total calculations are altered only to an
 insignificant degree.

 - 432 warheads of 50 KT are equivalent to a total
 yield of 21.6 MT or 26.65 MTE.

 - 65 warheads of 1 MT are equivalent to 65 MT
 or 65 MTE.

 - 172 warheads of 200 KT are equivalent to a total
 yield of 34.4 MT or 58.8 MTE. If the three PO-
 LARIS A-3 MRV warheads of 200 KT are

 counted as one warhead of 600 KT, then instead
 of 57 missiles, 77 POLARIS A-3s are to be al-
 lowed for in the calculations. The total yield is
 then 40.5 MTE.

 Source. Lutz, Dieter S., Weltkrieg wider Willen?,
 Reinbek bei Hamburg 1981, pp. 214.

 NOTES

 1. But to be realistic we can assume that the great ad-
 vantage enjoyed by sea and ground-launched NATO
 bombers, i.e. being able to take off in a very short
 time (launch-on-warning) and also be called back
 again if necessary, will also be made full use of. In
 addition the submarines even in Western European
 ports could also destroy almost all targets west of the
 Urals before they themselves are destroyed. During
 crises continuing over a more protracted period of
 time they will leave harbour anyway. For this reason
 the Undersecretary of State at the Ministry of Defen-

 ce, Andreas von Biilow, has correctly stressed in
 front of the Federal German Parliament: "Even the

 commitment of all Soviet nuclear warheads would

 not completely wipe out Western defence potential
 ... We can be confident that the French and English
 submarines together with the American submarines
 asigned to NATO would survive complete with their
 ballistic missiles and alone effect a counterstrike

 unacceptable to the Soviet Union." - German Bun-
 destag stenographic Report, 113rd Session 8th No-
 vember 1978, p. 8877 D.

 2. On the proportion of time spent by submarines in
 port and at sea, cf. for instance Kemp, Geoffrey,
 Nuclear Forces for Medium Powers: Part I: Targets
 and Weapons Systems, Adelphi Papers Nr. 106,
 London 1974, p. 20, 21, 22; IISS, The Military Ba-
 lance (MB) 1979-1980, London 1979, p. 114; Con-
 gressional Budget Office (CBO), Counterforce Issues
 for the US Strategic Nuclear Forces, Washington
 1978, p. 26; in peacetime a sea-rating of 66% is ex-
 pected for the TRIDENT submarine - cf. CBO,
 ibid.; the proportion of time spent at sea by Soviet
 submarines is much worse: According to Stockholm
 International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI),
 World Armament and Disarmament, Yearbook
 1979, London 1979, p. 447, 445, more than four-
 fifths of Soviet SLBM forces are supposed to be in
 port at any one time; Moore, K.J./Flanigan,
 Mark/Helsel, Robert D., Development in Submarine
 Systems 1956-76, in: McGwire, Michael/McDonnell,
 John (Ed), Soviet Naval Influence: Domestic and
 Foreign Dimensions, New York 1977, p. 159; Claw-
 son, Carl H., The Wartime Role of Soviet SLBMs -
 Round Two, in: USNI Proceedings March 1980, p.
 68, even quotes only 12-15% "on patrol" as far as
 Soviet submarines are concerned.

 3. IISS, MB 1979-1980, p. 119.
 4. Cf. Kemp, Geoffrey, loc.cit., (note 2), p. 9; cf. also

 IISS, MB 1979-1980, p. 119, but using a different set
 of values.

 5. Kemp, Geoffrey, ibid, p. 6; on the Russian systems
 cf. the literature in section 10.3.2. of Lutz, Dieter S.,
 Weltkrieg wider Willen? Reinbek bei Hamburg 1981.

 6. We need not stress the purely mathematical nature of
 these results: There is no such thing as "one-fifth of
 a submarine", "a quarter of a missile", etc.
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 7. The megaton equivalent MTE is worked out accor- 14. On what follows cf. Statistisches Bundesamt Wiesba-

 ding to the formula MTE = ny2-/3 (cf. also note 17). den, Statistik des Auslands, Landerkurzbericht Sow- Counting the three individual (MRV) warheads as jetunion 1978, Stuttgart und Mainz 1978, pp. 8; Kna-
 only one complete warhead gives 14.75 MTE. be, Bernd, Erste Ergebnisse der Volkszahlung 1979

 8. The calculation is based on 5 MSBS M-20s each with in der UdSSR, in: Osteuropa 9/1979, pp. 744.
 16 missiles of 1 MT. 15. McNamara, Robert S., The Essence of Security,

 9. The ABM system of 60-100 launchers can be New York 1968, pp. 52, 76.
 "knocked out" by 60-100 attacking warheads. The 16. Weizsacker, Carl Friedrich von, Introduction to
 RVs that follow will then destroy Moscow. But pre- Weizsacker (ed.) Kriegsfolgen und Kriegsverhiitung,
 sumably we can work on the assumption of this Miinchen 1970, p. 7 - Weizsdcker goes on: "Neither
 being a considerably lower figure, as the strike prob- will it be possible to transform it into a competitive,
 ability of the ABM system must also be estimated at modern agrarian society. If it reverts to a position of
 80%. Therefore theoretically every fifth attacking mere subsistence economy, then it will probably not
 warhead will "penetrate". even be able to feed all the survivors."

 10. Atmospheric pressure is measured in pounds per 17. It should be noted that MTE (megaton-equivalents)
 square inch (psi). The normal pressure is 14.7 pounds is not merely total tonnage. MTE attempts to com-
 per square inch at sea-level. An overpressure of 5 psi pensate for the wastage produced by warheads with a
 is therefore n + 5, where n equals the normal atmos- high yield and the fitting of MIRV warheads. MTE is

 pheric pressure. calculated according to the formular n'y 2/3 (see note 11. Cf. Congress of the United States, Office of Techno- 7 previously).
 logy Assessment (OTA), The Effects of Nuclear 18. On industrial capacity, cf. Kemp, Geoffrey, loc.cit.
 War, Washington 1979, p. 19; Kemp, Geoffrey, (note 2) p. 5, table 1 and the sources given there.
 loc.cit. (note 2), p. 19. 19. This macabre scenario might look as follows: 26

 12. For the figures here cf. Kemp, Geoffrey, Nuclear French RVs of 1 MT for cities 1-8, 158 American
 Forces for Medium Powers: Part II and III: Strategic MIRV warheads of 50 KT for cities 9-21 and about
 Requirements and Options, Adelphi Papers No. 107, 60-100 American MIRV warheads for the ABM sy-
 pp. 5, 27: OTA ibid p. 18. stem around Moscow. The remaining American

 13. See Lutz, Dieter S. Weltkrieg wider Willen? Reinbek MIRV warheads and the 62 British MRV warheads
 bei Hamburg 1981, p. 206. The other areas of the of 200 KT are more than enough to destroy cities 22-
 Soviet Union - which do not concern us here - are 30.

 covered from Tokyo Bay.
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